List of ideas for PBIS Adult Recognition
Tickets are given to children and pulled regularly. The adults who have
written the winning tickets go into another bucket from which one is pulled.
That adult gets the special close-to-the-door parking spot for the week.
The sign on the spot reads “Mark Twain PBIS Teacher of the Week” and
was donated.
Teachers who have written the winning tickets get a bottle of water with a
label that says something like “I make a difference at Mark Twain”.
Garage sale trophy decorated in school colors passed from adult to adult
recognizing something specific done to support positive culture in building.
The principal presents it to the first winner at the first faculty meeting,
modeling how it was to be presented. After that each winner looks for a
colleague to whom the trophy can be given the next time.
Variation on the above: Adults write gotchas for each other which are then
posted on a bulletin board in the cafeteria. Students love to fine their
teacher’s name and read how their teacher was recognized.
Winning student gotchas go into another bucket and some are pulled at
faculty meetings. The adult who wrote them get to pick from a treasure
box of donated coupons, extra lunch time covered by someone (principal,
dean, etc), and miscellaneous “stuff”.
School sets goal: number of gotchas; reduction of ODRs; etc. As each class
or classroom or group reaches the goal, the students get an extra recess
and the teacher/s get some extra lunch/planning/etc time.
Students give gotchas to teachers.
From the book “Whale Done” – Each time an adult in the building does
something extraordinary they will receive a stuffed whale that’s tag reads
“whale done.” Once the person receives it they are to put their name on the
tag then it is their job to pass it on to someone else that does a great job.
Variation of above: Principal will take over a teacher’s classroom for ½ hour
one time during the course of a week if their name is pulled with a student’s
gotcha. That teacher can do whatever he/she likes during that time.
Administrators teach a teachers class to give him/her an extra planning
period.
Teacher gets a PBIS Reserved Parking Space for modeling PBIS
expectations in an exemplar way. Parking space rotates to different people
who are recognized monthly.

